SELECT-10™ IS A ZERO-HALOGEN, NO-CLEAN LIQUID FLUX DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND LONG DWELL TIMES AND HIGH PREHEAT TEMPERATURES FEATURING:

- Zero-Halogen Chemistry (none intentionally added)
- Sustained Activity – flux is able to withstand long dwell times and high preheat temperatures to improve hole-fill and wetting on thick or challenging boards
- Reliability Assurance – unheated flux will pass SIR testing therefore ensuring reliability in final assemblies
- Controlled flux application, flux does not spread beyond the spray pattern
- Ability to provide desired hole-fill with preheat temperatures over 135°C
- Clear and Minimal Residue – clear residue that is non-tacky for improved cosmetics and testing
- No Clogging – does not cause clogging of the fluxer head

SELECT-10™ IS A ZERO-HALOGEN, NO-CLEAN LIQUID FLUX DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE NEEDS OF THE SELECTIVE SOLDERING PROCESS